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LTHOUGH RESOURCES FOR THOSE WHO read braille are widely
available, lyric diction resources with IPA braille are nonexistent.
Mutually recognizable symbols with easily accessible keystrokes
would facilitate exchange of phonetic material between the sighted
and the blind. An intuitive system of IPA braille, education in that system, and
resources transcribed according to the system would enable students with
blindness or visual impairments to be included in the lyric diction classroom.
This article introduces a new phonetic system that is mutually accessible by
both the sighted and the blind. It is well supported with a database of more
than 2,000 English, Italian, Latin, German, and French lyrics transcribed
according to the system; three Kindle books; and an IPA chart with tactile
and visual symbols. The discussion introduces IPA Braille for Lyric Diction
and directs instructors to resources that use the system.
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Braille is a tactile writing system created in 1824 by Frenchman Louis Braille.
The braille code is not universal; character designations vary from language
to language. For this article, English braille will be adopted to represent the
IPA symbols needed for lyric diction.
There are three levels of encoding for English braille. Grade 1 provides a
letter by letter representation of any given spelling, grade 2 includes abbreviations and contractions, and grade 3 contains various symbols that can be
customized to suit the individual needs of the user.
Each braille character consists of a cell with raised or lowered dots.
Characters are distinguished by the number and arrangement of raised dots
within each cell. The braille font applied in this article indicates raised dots
with black circles and lowered dots with smaller gray circles. Each braille cell
is assigned a number name according to the dot configuration within the cell.
The dots are numbered counting from top to bottom starting with the left
column (Figure 1). The braille symbol for c is named dots 14 (dots 1 and 4
are raised for the braille representation of c). Uppercase letters are indicated
by placing a braille dots 6 before the letter. The braille representation for
uppercase C is a dots 6 cell followed by a dots 14 cell.
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THE OFFICIAL IPA BRAILLE SYSTEM

Figure 1. A numbered

braille cell.

Braille consumes a lot of space. Certain characters
require more than one cell. The 6-dot cell system is
used for reading, math, and music. The 8-dot cell system
provides an extension. An added row of dots reduces the
line by including additional information, like capitalization, beneath the cell.

In 2008, the International Council on English Braille
(ICEB) released IPA Braille: An Updated Tactile Representation of the International Phonetic Alphabet.1 The
ICEB IPA braille system is designed for the phonetic transcription of multiple languages. It utilizes 6-dot braille
cells to represent 195 phonetic symbols. Punctuation
marks and the contractions and abbreviations of grade 2
braille are reassigned to represent standard IPA symbols
(Table 1).
The ICEB IPA braille system is realized in the transcribed art song shown in Figure 2. A translation of the
braille code is included on the fourth line of each verse.
This translation provides an example of what singers who
read braille must memorize in order to read phonetically
prepared texts. They must memorize additional symbols
for the IPA braille of Italian, Latin, German, and French.
The ICEB IPA braille system is thorough. Each
speech sound identified by the International Phonetic
Association has a corresponding braille character.
However, many of the symbols do not resemble the
orthographic spellings of words. This is due to the large

Table 1. ICEB IPA braille chart.
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“Proud Songstress” from Winter Words, by Thomas Hardy

Figure 2. Sample of the ICEB IPA braille system.
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one option: to memorize the symbols and keystrokes
associated with pre-assigned braille characters. All these
options prohibit the exchange of phonetic material
between the sighted and the blind. Why? IPA symbols
do not automatically convert to braille. Each IPA symbol must be assigned a unique braille character; those
unique braille characters do not automatically convert
back into standard IPA. Consequently, the sighted
would have to learn to read braille in order to send and
receive material with phonetic content. The only way
to simplify the delivery of phonetic symbols is to create
an entirely new system that is also shared. A mutually
accessible phonetic system is possible through the use
of a refreshable braille display.
IPA Braille for Lyric Diction comprises shared characters that are visually similar to standard IPA symbols.
The system is intuitive for the blind in that it uses uppercase and lowercase letters along with a few punctuation
marks. The symbols are enclosed in brackets to distinguish them from other content within the text.
Figure 3. A refreshable braille display converts text to

Braille.

number of unique braille characters needed to represent
the speech sounds of multiple languages.
Advances in technology facilitate a new approach
to phonetic transcription for those who read braille. A
refreshable braille display converts text to braille. This
device gives teachers and students the ability to communicate using the same phonetic alphabet (Figure 3).

IPA BRAILLE FOR LYRIC DICTION
The International Phonetic Alphabet was created by
linguists and intended for speech. Singers adopted
the IPA for lyric diction. The standard IPA system was
designed to accommodate the speech sounds of multiple
languages; it was not designed with ease of access in
mind. The keystrokes needed to create documents with
IPA are awkward for both the sighted and the blind.
The sighted have several access options. They can cut
and paste symbols from a Unicode chart, apply keyboard
shortcuts linked to Unicode symbols that are located
in a separate file, or find another resource that gives
them quick access to Unicode symbols to be inserted
into a document. Students who read braille have only
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THE SYMBOLS
Singers need only those symbols that pertain to the sung
pronunciation of languages set by classical composers. A
refined set of symbols has been selected. Shared symbols
facilitate the exchange of phonetic material between the
sighted and the blind.
With this new system, IPA symbols that require
special characters are replaced with capital letters. For
instance, a lowercase s keystroke indicates [s] (as in sing),
while an uppercase S keystroke indicates [ʃ] (as in sheep).
Companion vowels share the same alphabet letter. A
distinction for open vowels is made with uppercase letters. For example, a lowercase i keystroke indicates [i]
(as in tea) while an uppercase I keystroke indicates [ɪ]
(as in bit). The symbol selection is visually intuitive for
the sighted (standard phonetic symbols for open vowels
look like uppercase letters: [ɪ ɛ ʊ ɔ]). The transcription
of the word dish would be keyed as [dIS] by both the
sighted and the blind. Commonly applied punctuation
marks are used to replace other unique IPA symbols. A
question mark provides a sensible symbol for the glottal
stop (the standard phonetic symbol looks like a question
mark: [ʔ]). Selection of other symbols follows the same
rationale. A comma is used to indicate the stressed sylJournal of Singing
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Table 2. IPA Braille for Lyric Diction: Vowel Chart.

lable and a dash indicates the nasalization of a following
vowel. (Tables 2 and 3 are guides to the English, Italian,
Latin, German, and French symbols of IPA Braille for
Lyric Diction; see the Appendix for sample transcriptions.) The new system has value only if supporting
resources can be provided (see “Resources”).

STUDENT’S GUIDE
Students can send and receive phonetic transcriptions
by studying the guide shown in Table 4 (a digital version is available on the ”Braille resources” page at www.
stmpublishers.com). Singers study the International
November/December 2020

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) to discover accurate pronunciation of foreign language repertoire. Defining the sounds
represented by phonetic symbols also helps singers
explore the function of the voice.
The keystrokes needed to create documents with
IPA are awkward for both the sighted and the blind.
This new system provides a mutually accessible set of
characters. Uppercase and lowercase letters along with
a few punctuation marks are used to indicate the sung
pronunciation of English, Italian, Latin, German, and
French. The symbols are visually similar to standard IPA
helping the sighted transition to a new system.
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Table 3. IPA Braille for Lyric Diction: Consonant Chart.

The schwa is indicated with a period [.]. The schwa
represents an undefined sound in an unstressed syllable.
Pronunciation must be assigned. For example, the word
remarkable contains two pronunciations of the schwa. If
the schwas were defined with specific IPA symbols, the
third syllable would be transcribed with an uppercase
[V], while the fourth syllable would be transcribed with
an uppercase [U].
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The glottal stop is indicated with a question mark
[?]. The glottal stop is a speech sound in English and
German. It is a manner of articulating a word or element that begins with a vowel. Notice the attack in the
throat that occurs while enunciating the words I, ever,
and it. These words could be transcribed with a glottal
stop at the beginning of the word. Articulation of the
glottal stop should be executed with care. It is reserved
Journal of Singing
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Table 4. Chart: IPA Braille for Lyric Diction.

The IPA symbols on the following chart are listed in alphabetical order. Symbols are enclosed in brackets to distinguish them
from other content within the text.
uppercase [A]: father

uppercase [L]: Italian figlio

lowercase [t]: tone

lowercase [a]: voilà

lowercase [m]: mist

lowercase t /uppercase S [tS]: child

lowercase [ae]: glad

lowercase [n]: nine

lowercase [th]: thin

lowercase [b]: baby

uppercase [N]: wing

uppercase [Th]: them

lowercase [c]: There is no c in IPA.

dash [-] + lowercase [j]: Italian signore

lowercase [d]: deed

lowercase [o]: obey

lowercase [u]: moon
uppercase [U]: book

lowercase d /uppercase Z [dZ]: judge

uppercase [O]: ought

lowercase [e]: chaos

lowercase [oe]: German schön

uppercase [E]: bell

uppercase [OE]: German können

lowercase [f]: faith

lowercase [p]: pure

lowercase [g]: good

lowercase [q]: song

lowercase [h]: heart

uppercase [R]: rose

lowercase [v]: voice
uppercase [V]: the uh sound of up
lowercase [w]: wish
uppercase [W]: wheat
lowercase [x]: hue

lowercase [i]: key

lowercase [r]: thread

uppercase [X]: Nacht

uppercase [I]: sit

lowercase double [rr] is a rolled r:

lowercase [y]: German Blüte

lowercase [j]: yet

Italian rosa

uppercase [Y]: German Küsse

lowercase [k]: kiss

lowercase [s]: sing

lowercase [z]: zeal

lowercase [l]: little

uppercase [S]: sheep

uppercase [Z]: measure

for initial vowel words or elements that are stressed
within the phrase.
A stressed syllable is indicated with a comma [,]. The
comma is placed before the stressed syllable. For example, believe is transcribed with a comma preceding the
second syllable. Stress indications are not necessary for
French. The final syllable of a French word or phrase is
stressed, except when that syllable contains a schwa. The
penultimate syllable is stressed for final schwa words.
Stress is executed in French by lengthening the vowel
sound (not with a weighted accentuation).
A long mark is indicated with a semicolon [;]. A
semicolon is placed after the vowel that is lengthened.
In English, the first vowel of a diphthong or triphthong
is lengthened while singing. Vowel length is not typically
indicated. However, the long mark is necessary for the
transcription of other languages. For example, the i of
the Italian word mio is long in both the spoken and sung
forms of the word.
A dash [-] is used to indicate nasality. The French
language has four nasal vowels. A nasal mark precedes
the nasalized vowel. For instance, the word l’ombre
November/December 2020

is transcribed with a dash preceding a lowercase [o]
symbol: [-o].
Nasal consonants. There is one consonant in this
system that has a nasal mark. The gn spelling of signore
has a lowercase [j] formation with nasal air flow. The
dash plus lowercase [j] symbol describes formation as
well as air flow: [-j]. Words with ng spelling, as in sing
and finger, are transcribed with an uppercase [N].
Teachers do not need to learn braille in order to send
and receive phonetic symbols. The keystrokes provided
in Tables 2 and 3 provide a phonetic system that is
readable from the student’s refreshable braille display.
Phonetic symbols sent from the student’s device will
appear to the sighted as standard letters of the alphabet
(this alphabet is defined in Tables 2 and 3). The digitized
format of this system is ideal for those who work online.

RESOURCES
Resources transcribed according to the new system are
organized into three categories: transcription database,
textbooks, and phonetic charts.
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Transcription database

A database of more than 2,000 art songs transcribed
according to the new system has been created. Students
may send repertoire requests to info@stmpublishers.com.
Braille is read in single horizonal lines. This affects
the typesetting of charts that are vertically aligned.
For example, it is more efficient to provide IPA only
for art song requests (text and translation need not be
included). Students may search for translations online.
Access to phonetic transcriptions is vital since IPA literacy is readily apparent in performance.
Here is an example of the content that would be provided with an art song request:
“I Send My Heart Up to Thee,” by Robert Browning
[AI sEnd mAI hAt Vp tu Thi Ol mAI hAt]
[In ThIs mAI ,sININ]
[fO Th. stAz hElp mi]
[aend Th. si aend Th. si bE.z pAt]
[Th. ,vErI nAIt Iz ,klININ]
[,kloUs. tu ,vEnIs stRits tu liv wVn spEIs]
[V,bVv mi WEns ThAI fEIs]
[mEI lAIt mAI ,dZOI.s hAt tu Thi]
[tu Thi Its ,dwElIN plEIs]
Figure 4 provides an example of how the text would be
interpreted on the student’s refreshable braille display
(the line numbers are included in this example to provide a point of reference).

Figure 4. Phonetic content as displayed on the student’s

device.

Textbooks

Three textbooks for voice and diction use the new system. Steve Norman, Braille Instructor at the Tennessee
Rehabilitation Center, tested the books on multiple
devices using a refreshable braille display. A digital version of Singer’s Diction is available on Amazon under
the title Singer’s Diction for Braille Readers. It provides
an introduction to lyric diction with in-depth rules and
exercises for English transcription. An instructor’s manual for the sighted is available on the “Braille resources”
page at stmpublishers.com. A digital version of Phonetic
Readings for Lyric Diction and the IPA Handbook for
Singers is available on Amazon under the title Phonetic
Readings, Braille Version. It provides English, Italian,
German, French, and Latin enunciation instructions and
exercises with English transcription rules and exercises.
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A digital version of The Singer’s Daily Practice Journal,
Volume I is available on Amazon under the title, The
Singer’s Practice Journal for Braille Readers. A dialect-free
pronunciation of the English language is used to communicate basic vocal concepts. Students need access to a
refreshable braille display in order to use these resources.
Phonetic Charts

The resources in this section do not require the use
of a refreshable braille display. A phonetic chart with
tactile and visual symbols is available on the “Braille
resources” page at stmpublishers.com. Figure 5 provides
a direct link.
The sighted associate phonetic sounds with visual
IPA symbols. The blind have no such association. A
Journal of Singing
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Figure 5. Template for
a chart with tactile and
visual symbols.

Figure 6. The scented

vowel chart template for
special education.

braille phonetic symbol is no different from a number or letter of the alphabet. Instructors may create
a scented vowel chart by assigning a fragrance to
each symbol ([æ] apple, [o] cocoa . . . ). Instructions
for the scented vowel chart and additional memory
aids for special education are available on the “Braille
resources” page at stmpublishers.com. Figure 6 provides
a direct link.

SUMMARY
A phonetic system that is accessible by both the sighted
and the blind has the potential to prosper beyond its
original purpose. It originates from the singer’s realm,
yet could easily intersect with areas of special education, speech therapy, and music therapy. It could attract
outside professionals to the field of singing and incentivize singers to prepare for more than one profession. A
mutually accessible phonetic system would:
• Assist educators who work with blind children learning to read.
• Increase interest in braille literacy.
• Assist speech therapists who work with the blind.
• Provide tools for melodic intonation therapy (MIT)
for those who have lost their vision. Studies show that
patients who have trouble speaking after a stroke are
better at singing lyrics rather than speaking the same
words.2
• Enable students who are blind or visually impaired to
pursue classical voice training with the same speed and
proficiency as their sighted colleagues.
• Enable students with blindness or visual impairments
to participate in the lyric diction classroom.
November/December 2020

Providing equal access to lyric diction resources and
promoting inclusion in the classroom were the reasons
for creating the new phonetic system. The best way to
study lyric diction is in a group setting. Students learn
from each other, they sing for each other, and they enjoy
identifying each others errors. Observing the sung application of phonetic transcriptions helps students explore
the sounds of languages, discover vocal potential, and
achieve accurate pronunciation.
The voice is a phonetic instrument. The sounds of
languages help students explore the function of the
voice. Imagine the many singers with blindness or
visual impairments who can now improve their vocal
technique while discovering accurate pronunciation of
classical English, Italian, Latin, German, and French
repertoire! IPA Braille for Lyric Diction provides equal
access to valuable information and allows the sighted
and the blind to work together toward a shared goal.
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APPENDIX
IPA Braille for Lyric Diction in Standard Languages

“Heart, we will forget him,” by Emily Dickinson
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APPENDIX
IPA Braille for Lyric Diction in Standard Languages (continued)
“Star vicino,” Anonymous (17th Century)

“Pueri hebraeorum,” from the Holy Bible
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APPENDIX
IPA Braille for Lyric Diction in Standard Languages (continued)
“Seligkeit,” by Ludwig Christoph Heinrich Hölty
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APPENDIX
IPA Braille for Lyric Diction in Standard Languages (continued)
“L ’ombre des arbres,” by Paul Verlaine
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